---------- Forwarded message ---------From: butlincat
Date: 14 September 2012 07:34
Subject: Re: The 40 comments - as they were.
Tks for this. I am going to post the entire comments of this post "REACTION TO
THE 2nd BRAIN SCAN" from M Kirks blog on my blog as
a} I dont like these characters ridiculous slurs, muckslinging, personal
vendettas and groundless accusations, say from "Merion" who I feel really is in
a dream world.
and
b} the censorship that prevails when one tries to answer the muckslinging and
personal vendettas and unfounded accusations etc when one answers these
vendettas by pointing out certain of these making these comments are involved in
the darker side themselves as my comment in reply tries to show which has been
removed from the comments {my comments removed below near the bottom of these
comments under the name "butlincat"}.
Why these characters are using M Kirks blog to do this I can only wonder - i
think it is a gross liberty and bang out of order and I will be sending the lot
to Maurice forthwith.
This "Merion" character really seems to me to be in a dream world - these
accusations he keeps coming out with prove my point exactly. I for one havent a
clue what hes on about, eg a "link" between my home town and Wales - I have only
ever tried to help Maurice in any way I have been able, the same as my friends
the Musas. I believe little of that is said by this "commenter" and there is
much that has gone on behind the scenes going back years that will never be
mentioned here yet is relavant to certain of these dubious and misleading
comments - mostly the ones that do not concern Maurice Kirk and are therefore
out of place here.
The censorship of my comments from this post from M Kirks blog - replaced here
below at the bottom mostly in reply to "Merion" just reinforces my entire
opinion - that certain people must feel it simply cannot be made public that a
certain person is not on the right side as my comment tries to show, the reason
for the disclaimer on my blog here - at the top of the site, on the right in red
writing.
These people are not doing anything by muckslinging and causing ill feeling as
they are - others in the comments must love the confusion and ire it creates,
such is their mentality. Why dont they do something useful with their time
instead of airing their wayward fantasies designed to take us away from what ive
tried to explain in my comments that had to be removed?
With these criminal accusations its no wonder I am offering to have my ISP's
servers checked for any form of "malicious" communications {criminal activity}
from day of my subscription with them - from 2006 and any before then.
And I notice since my comments were deleted others have merely re-echoed what I
have said - about using this place wrongly, as "Northern Rock" has, for example.
My name is John Graham. Why are "Northern Rock" and "White Ferret" unable to put
their real identities along with their comments - why are they hiding behind a
pseudonyms? Are they in fact other commenterS posing as new commenters and why
cant they say who they really are? Highly suspicious.
It is now impossible to get on the site at all now, as it appears I am locked
out - such is the censorship on the site.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From http:www.kirkflyingvet.com - UNCENSORED COMMNTS from the post: "REACTION TO
2nd BRAIN SCAN?"
As some wondered what would be the reaction to the news of Maurice's second
brain scan, he received a call from the South Wales Police who wanted to talk to
him.
He duly went to Barry police station on Tuesday afternoon and was promptly
arrested on suspicion of breaking a restraining order.
We can only wait and see what evidence they have of this latest alleged
transgression.
Published Aug 22 2012, 01:41 AM by Guido

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------COMMENTS:
1} Meirion said:
Imprisoned because an NHS Wales Doctor proves another one of their NHS Wales
doctors wrong?
But it is the patient that gets imprisoned!!
This could only happen in South Wales.
August 22, 2012 12:25 PM
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2} SabineKMcNeill said:
SUSPICION of having breached an order is enough to imprison MJK, while the
EVIDENCE of a doctor having thoroughly mis-diagnosed is being ignored?
I had a phone call about lawlessness in Norfolk last night where it expresses
itself through big machines taking over land and big money buying the Judiciary.
In South Wales, it seems the Police ensures lawlessness...
August 22, 2012 12:58 PM
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3} Meirion said:
The lengths Adrian Oliver of Dolmans and his HM Partnership will go to block
Maurice's claim and protect an NHS Wales doctor beggars belief.
August 22, 2012 2:25 PM
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4} SabineKMcNeill said:
It's lawlessness, protected by Royal Charters (and the bonds between
'professionals')...
Could hardly be worse!
August 22, 2012 7:55 PM
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5} Bigwhistleblower said:
Surely a royal commission - will look into it ... but one dares to say they
daren't do a thing about it - other than have long grass chats about it. Who's
kidding and been kidding whom? Who's got some actual results under their belt other than crying out about how awful it is so reptitively?
August 22, 2012 9:00 PM
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6} Meirion said:
Perhaps those that claim to have results under their belt should spend some time
understanding the inner workings of the Cardiff Cabal and perhaps do something
about it.

August 23, 2012 12:46 AM
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7} nWhite Ferret said:
It is said that the Doctor who gave unlawful information in order to have
Maurice Kirk convicted as well as his wife are on sick because of MJK
harassment.
If this is true, then someone has to be taking the Michael.
This presumably means that they would both be paid sick leave from the public
purse by the NHS.
So, this raises a number of questions.
1. Does this mean that they are also too ill, or unfit to work at their other
private clinics.
2. If this is the case, could it not be argued that they are taking money
presumably from the public purse under false pretences.
3. Where do they have their main income from NHS Wales or their Private Clinics.
4. With NHS Wales having an in depth knowledge of this case; and having their
own people sitting in the public galleries during Maurice Kirk's cases, would it
not be appropriate to suspend this Doctor and his wife with immediate effect.
5. An NHS Wales Doctor has proved another NHS Wales Doctor wrong. Surely, the
honourable duty of the public funded NHS Wales is to investigate.
6. How many other cases has this doctor got wrong.
7. Naturally there are Royal Charters immunities to prosecutions, however, it is
a matter of public interest and confidence to investigate fit and proper use of
public monies in this instance, and protect the integrity and trust of those
that may be tarnished by any disrepute that may have been brought upon NHS Wales
by this Doctor.
7. Should this Doctor have brought the Caswell Clinic and NHS Wales into
disrepute, then NHS Wales has a duty to act accordingly.
August 25, 2012 9:24 AM
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8} SabineKMcNeill said:
What insight-ful questions, dear little sharp White Ferret!
Funny that the establishment is always worried about public 'confidence'. I must
assume that public 'interest' has simply gone out of the window long, long
ago!...
August 25, 2012 9:30 AM
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------9} Meirion said:
Knowing what you know, would you have confidence in this doctor?
Who was that NHS official that attended nearly all of Maurice's Court
appearances?
Was he a doctor? Gate keeper? Or an investigator?
August 25, 2012 1:30 PM
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------10} SabineKMcNeill said:
I find the state of affairs really sad, Meirion: everybody is sooo afraid of
losing their job and / or their pension and therefore prefers to commit crimes
to cover up.
At the same time, I met yesterday a victim of a pension fund who has paid in
diligently for 30 years, but won't get anything back now. That was NOT personal
incompetence and / or wrong-doing.
Methinks that the Government should step in as "Compensator of Last Resourt",
just as the Bank of England is the "Lender of Last Resourt"...
Will they or won't they?
Is bailing out banks "easier" than compensating victims of the NHS and the
Judiciary?
Too big to jail on one hand and too small to care on the other?
August 25, 2012 2:08 PM
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------11} Meirion said:
Jailed for exposing crime.
And yet his persecution continues in prison.
"HMP will not allow him to transfer funds he has at HMP account into his
telephone account, (so he cannot ring etc)"
How far will the guards guarding the guards of Cardiff HM Partnership go to
silence Maurice Kirk and protect their White Collar Criminals.
Clearly the Lynette White case is not a deterrent to the abuse of public funds
to protect careers and pensions.
August 28, 2012 11:54 AM
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------12} Bigwhistleblower said:
1. It is a known 'public' fact that "they" monitor this site. They have been
doing so for years.
2. Their own 'admissions' to 'monitoring' this site were clearly 'noted' at
Cardiff Maggots court on 29th November 2011.
3. Why would anyone with 'incriminating' evidence against "Them" offer it up
here? Here is NOT the arena - where those working quietly in the background are
NOT going to "Disclose" their hand. Only a 'fool' would do that; or a fools
fool.
4. This is a message for "Them" - they are damned by thier own hand. It's what
they "have done" contrary to what they "have not done" - which NAILS them and
their COLOURS TO THE MAST.
5. Intelligence up: Anyone noticed ... over the past 3 years or so, how so many
"other eminent (?) professionals (?) have been 'libelled', 'defamed',
'slandered' and 'scandalised'? [Dohhhh!] yet not one of those others has 'DARED'
to trot or ski along to the 'Libel' courts in London [RCJ] (This is the internet
you know) .... Now why would that be? Part answer - because someone here knows
how corrupt the Libel courts are - and of course possesses plenty of evidence to
prove it.

End Note: an old saying: People who live in glass houses should not throw
stones.
Opinions are not facts - learn the difference between them. What you 'think' you
know may not quite be the whole truth behind what you have been led (or misled
yourself) to believe.
August 28, 2012 10:36 PM
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------13} Meirion said:
Could not agree more.
This site has not only been referred to in Mags but also in the higher Courts.
I will also agree that opinions are not facts, I am a victim myself of torpedoed
bizarre opinions; that lack facts.
In the gathering of information and extensive research, then, bringing it all
together you build up your facts,
This then becomes your tool, even as far as having a diferent perspective and
greater understanding of that psycho gene that drives those drunk with power to
abuse others.
Research by scientists into the psychopathic gene makes really interesting
reading, particularly when it comes down to understanding what drives those that
believe that they have that power over others when they don't.
August 29, 2012 2:01 AM
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------14} SabineKMcNeill said:
It's a really interesting spiritual battle that takes place in everybody's head,
heart and conscience as well as on the net.
I had an email about somebody claiming to have contacted me!
Why would that somebody who has to do with M's latest arrest do that???
What could / should have been the information about that 'somebody' gave me or
wanted from me?
Why would somebody lie about communication with me?
Why do I matter to somebody?
My only rational explanation for this psychopathic development of a whole Nation
is the "public" school system where little boys are emotionally crippled by
being separated from their families.
The "compensation" consists of "sexual favours" which turn into secrets of
bonding for later life.
One child victim told Ian Josephs [www.forced-adoption.com] how he was paid by
his teacher...
Don't know whether it's a 'gene', Meirion. But maybe a predisposition helps...
In any case it's a challenge to the person to clear their conscience by the time
they lie on their deathbed...
August 30, 2012 8:23 AM
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------15} Meirion said:

Those drunk on power have really tried to seal all the doors this time round, in
an attenpt to protect the sinister workings of the top deck at Caswell Clinic,
careers and pensions.
The Guardians at Dolmans Solicitors, the HM Partnership and Cardiff Cabal have
made it impossible for Maurice to work on his 11 cases by depriving him of money
to phone, paper and stamps..
One such case will make the Lynette White corruption case look like a Sunday
School outing.
Obviously, it is in the interest of careers and pensions for the Cardiff Cabal
not to allow that case to see the light of day.
August 30, 2012 9:37 AM
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------16} butlincat said:
Waffling on about Royal Charters and other stuff is pointless and meaningless. I
notice the so-called "Mckenzie friend" set-up never actually does anything to
help anybody anywhere - and how many months has it been in existance? Too many,
thats how long..
And "White Ferret" M Kirk became a thorn in their side eve more since he began
campaigning for the Musa family - the only one whos actually done any good out
of those who turned up and ingraciated themselves on us all a year ago last
autumn.
M Kirks recent phone calls from Cardiff are here along with other stuff
including the original psychiatric report made which is now proven unfactual ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------17}
butlincat.wordpress.com/.../m-kirk-call-from-cardiff-prison-08-17am-31-aug-12 he was cut off during his latest call after 50 seconds - just when he was about
to say about the cover-up over the harrassment case. In these phone calls you
will hear how he says he sent a communication to the CLINIC - not to anyone
personally - and a whole 6 weeks passed before he was to be arrested for
allegedly breaking the so-called "restraining order" - 6 weeks! It is funny how
he was arrested when it became clear he had no brain tumour whatsoever as it has
been alleged for 3 years in a report.which is now proven to be completely
unfactual, finally made after 3 long years attempting to get a scan done. It has
made a mockery out of him being classed as a danger to the public because of the
attributes of this non-existent brain tumour and there is no reason whatsoever
why he shouldve been locked up for 8 months on the strengths of a false report.
How can a doctor claim a person has a brain tumour if no brain scan was ever
done - and how can it be claimed a person is in the top 5% of dangerous
individuals in the country also. The report is here also - {scroll down}
butlincat.wordpress.com/.../m-kirk-call-from-cardiff-prison-08-17am-31-aug-12
-...b.
September 1, 2012 12:28 PM
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------18} White Ferret said:
I note your posting BUTLINCAT with great interest.
I have been watching this website and Mr Kirk's previous site before this one
for many many years.
I can see that you are a newboy.
I can tell you that those that have caused wrongdoings to Mr Kirk over the last

twenty years have tried and will continue to try and close this site down.
Suzon Forscey Moore as a highly qualified Legal Researcher had done a lot of
work in respect of Royal Charters. She educated Mr Kirk significantly on the
subject particularly in relevance to the way he was stripped of his Professional
Qualifications.
I fail to ignore and do sadly take note of hidden snipes in your comment and
that of BIGWHISTLEBLOWER.
Mr Kirk's decision not to have a solicitor to represent him is down to his
choice. If he chooses to rely on someone that is not a solicitor, then he has
that lawful right to do so.
The Court does not like it obviously.
I understand that Mr Kirk has been using people sitting in the public gallery to
be his Mckenzie Friends.
Whatever you and the other peoples thoughts are of Mckenzie friends, supportive
roles of Mckenzie friends are recognised and here to stay.
I understand that those that support Mr Kirk and acted as Mckenzie Friends are
from varying professional backgrounds.
They may not have the full knowledge of the law but they are upright enough and
certainly intelligent enough to see outside the box,
There is one thing for certain, they are definitely no fools.
September 1, 2012 10:04 PM
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------19} Meirion said:
Cardiff Prison Governor is refusing Maurice a doctor.
Maurice is seeking medical attention but HMP Cardiff will not allow him access
to a doctor.
Why?
September 2, 2012 12:08 PM
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------20} SabineKMcNeill said:
There is an organisation called MEDICAL JUSTICE which compensates for the
shortcomings of HM Governors and their staff.
I've contacted them on behalf of other inmates already.
It seems that the Judiciary needs to be taken to Strasbourg for violation of
human rights and HM Prison for torture!!!
September 2, 2012 8:11 PM
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------21} Bigwhistleblower said:
There are afficianados (lovers of the EU monster) of the EU and the European
Courts - who fail to state that essentially going there can take from 10 to 16
years to get issues resolved.
Suzon Forscey Moore died last year - she never did anything to help Kirk - save
writing to the Governor to promote her issues. She didn't put up the Archbold

laws before during or after Kirk's Machine Gun Trial - in fact Sabine - you only
came onto Kirk's website some months AFTER - his ground breaking acquittal oddly enough. White Ferrat makes claims - but did little if anything around the
time of the Machine gun trial. Records have been kept of everything.
There's nothing like a proper "Paper Trail".
September 2, 2012 8:27 PM
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------22} White Ferret said:
Suzon Forscey Moore did die last year in hospital.
How and why remains a mystery.
We must agree to disagree as whether she helped Mr Kirk or not.
Perhaps Mr Kirk should be the judge of that. That is if he did read the things
she sent him.
Sabine. A fine lady; of Slovak origin I believe.
Oddly enough, I do recall Mr Kirk travelling across Europe to seek out a lady in
the name of Sabine.
Did he not find her in a picture postcard village somewhere in the German
countryside.
Being that you know so much about Mr Kirk; I beg to ask with interest, do you
really know him.
Paper trails are a must. You never know when you might need something.
September 3, 2012 3:20 PM
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------23} SabineKMcNeill said:
What kind of a mind that speaks badly of people who are departed!!!...
But then Big Whistleblower seems to have BIG problems with ladies, especially
those who are able to think for themselves.
Contrary to White Ferret! THANK YOU!
September 4, 2012 11:55 AM
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------24} Bigwhistleblower said:
There have been several 'attempts' to get Bwb - banned from this site - those
attempts have been 'noted' and those who have attempted such things have failed
to notice their 'collective attempts' have been collated. If you have nothing to
hide then you have nothing to fear.
Sabine - both you and White Ferrat have made some accusations and with implied
scurrilous undercurrents. Thus you get a 'brief' response as is "the right of
reply".
* Facts: and there is more than just a paper trail to substantiate matters. Are
you aware that SFM 'blamed' her 'dead husband' for her having to remain in the
UK for so long while she wanted to return to the US? She admitted as much and
more herself, before she died. 100% proven - paper trail. Sabine your comment on
that matter with your added implication has been noted.
As for personal attacks with surreptitious undertones Re: Bwb and ladies - There

are as many manipulative and deceptive women {especially Extremist Feminists
with agendas] out there who are as evil as are as many men. Kindly curtail your
gender divisiveness or keep it to other forums where you have similar form. You
would be suprised about the fallsness of your comment - if only you knew a lot
more. But you don't.
The Machine Gun Trial - Ground Breaking acquittal. It is know that a Judge
stated "has it been taken down" [this site]. During the Trial the site could not
be taken down because
A - It is/was not a contempt of court to publish issues of proceedings that have
been aired publicly And,
B - It IS NOT a contempt of court to publish extracts from Archbold as was done
at the time. The laws of what the Court & Judge appeared to be attempting to
skirt around were published - making it very difficult for the court to cry
contempt. Ergo - could any juror have been done for contempt for merely
appraising themselves of the laws [Viewing this website] when they were clearly
not being properly informed of the laws by the court and its administrators?
Kudos to those 'few' [with their many differences of opinion] who came together
and did some good Re Natural justice at the time. Shame on the detractors.
It's only half time - as they say in a football parlance.
September 5, 2012 9:48 PM
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------25} Bigwhistleblower said:
Mr White Ferrat - there is no mystery about how SFM died - save that you are
'now' trying to create some mystery where there 'has been none' before.
If you understand the jurisdictional differences between different states then
you appear to not have understood that SFM's 'big affidavit' [blasted out all
over the UK] was presented into a Florida US Court - thus its inferences whilst many good points were made; had no effect here in the UK's courts i.e. It
bore no weight or legal force - because it was NOT launched into UK court. Don't
try to kid me while you kid others - there are issues behind SFM - which btw
were brought to her attention before her death - many legal issues which had
bearing on her whole cause movement which sadly she latterly recognised as that
she had only been looking at half of the picture. And evidence exists that she
only ever once stepped into a UK court to help someone. She claimed to have won
- but she only managed to get the fine against her son reduced from approx £1500
to about £800 - I wouldn't call that a 'win'. It wasn't a win.
September 5, 2012 11:26 PM
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------26} White Ferret said:
It is the common rule of chaos to implant those to cause dissent.
I fail to understand what on earth are you trying to achieve dear brother
bigwhistleblower?
What accusations?
Are you being rewarded in some way from the public purse?
Finaly, I will I ask again - Being that you know so much about Mr Kirk; I beg to
ask with interest, do you really know him.
September 5, 2012 11:53 PM
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------27} Bigwhistleblower said:

Bwb - knows all about Kirk and what is real ly and what is not. There are too
many who practise to decieve. All of those with secret agendas are to only be
found out - Mr White Ferrat.
Nice attempt to make out Bwb is being rewarded from the public purse - your
methods are - ever sooo desperate [Sabine and you bounce off of one another
ummm!] - to decieve - perhaps you are the interloper. Your few comments have
been noted and when read together - paint a very pretty NOT picture.
September 6, 2012 12:08 AM
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------28} Meirion said:
Maurice has asked for me to add information that would be of interest to those
that follow his persecution by the Cardiff Cabal.
But having read what I have just read why bother.
The Lynette White Corruption Trial is a Sunday School outing compared with the
Corruption in Maurice Kirk's persecution.
Master Steve Hamilton have you not got anything better to do from your opulent
Bournemouth surroundings than use this site as a playground to attack those that
are acting in Maurice's interest.
Do you honestly believe that you are really acting in Maurice Kirk's interest.
In whose interests are you really acting Mr Hamilton?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------29} September 6, 2012 10:36 AM
butlincat said:
white ferret - sounds like you want a medal - im not interested in your wayward
opinions - you speak as if one gets a prize if ones been fighting the system
longer and looking at activists sites - so what? - a silly attitude - actions
speak louder than words - understand that?
September 6, 2012 1:06 PM
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------30} butlincat said:
We all know S Hamilton has been more effective than all the other so-called
"Kirk supporters" here put together - they have a lot of chat - but thats about
all. Chat chat chat - pointless meaningless chat...
September 6, 2012 1:40 PM
Meirion said:
The same Steve Hamilton that threatened to petrol bomb a Maurice Kirk
supporter's home.
The same Steve Hamilton that came to your home and say he was going to shoot all
Maurice Kirk's supporters.
And, was it not you that made reference to robbery.
Is that what being effective means.
And they say Maurice Kirk is a danger to the public for reporting criminals.
Equality needs to be apply here methinks.
Perhaps it is time for us all to be extra vigilant. Where the HM Cardiff Cabal
won't get us others will.
Strange when Maurice was imprisoned the last time the same two ran amock on this

site.
September 6, 2012 5:11 PM
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------31} butlincat said:
Merion if you said that about me idf have you in that court so fast youd wonder
what day it was. You live in a dream world - nothing of what you say is true youre a fantasist and you best be very careful what you say to me as im already
being refrained from police action against you, let it be known. I dont care for
your naive stupidity and muckslinging, like certain of your cronies - your whole
persona is blown out of all proportion like certain of your cronies who are only
out to make a name - and cash - for themselves and, imho, you are not worth the
time of day. Certain other colleagues who i could name who even tried to set me
up, with a certain female, into giving a phone number out over the phone a while
back. These people are fit for nothing and best be very careful, the idiots!! Im
here to do a job and will take you or your cronies out {by prosecution etc}
anytime so as to stop your stupid pointless irritating ARMCHAIR-ACTIVIST
interferece....b.
September 6, 2012 11:06 PM
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------32} Bigwhistleblower said:
Meirion and those who you don't just appear to be a lapdog for - need to be very
careful with your smears.
Take every comment on this current blog - for instance - re-read every comment it becomes quite clear as to who Maurices true friends are and are not - agendas
by several become quite clear.
You Meirion - are not the sharpest tool in the box and to make accusations on
embellished hearsay - while you do not know both sides of any argument or court
case - will make your embarrassment even worse.
Will you apologise for your wrongs
you are proven to be nothing other
who places their name all over the
the background? One doubts it. You
Christmas.

and smears while being an 'attack dog' when
than an 'attack dog - for a self-publicist net - unlike others who quietly work away in
are the proverbial Turkey who would vote for

September 6, 2012 11:28 PM
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------33} Meirion said:
1. I was with Maurice when reference was made to the shooting of his supporters.
2. Robbery was made perfectly clear.
3. A victim of threats of arson ensured that enough people were made aware of it
and what we might expect.
4 Tonight a number of Kirk supporters have been the subject of malicious calls
and threats.
I might not be the smartest turkey as you say.
However, I recognise threats and risks of harm to my welfare and that of my
family.
All because certain individuals object profusely to assisting a persecuted man.
I would be delighted by any police intervention as everyone deserves to live
without the fear of alarm, harassment, intimidation and threats to life and
limb.

September 6, 2012 11:58 PM
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------34} NorthernRock said:
It is hard to be see who supports who at present,if any of the above posts are
to be believed.Why use a blog to attack another human being? beyond
comprehension. IF the blog does get read,which is more likely a given,then there
must surely be a lot of smiling,happy faces and hand rubbing at the inane
offerings here at present and cart load of mud that has been slung.
White ferret? looking darker by the day,when did you leave the
playground?.......
Surely people should rally behind someone because they feel appalled at what the
system can do if you dare step out of line? so why the name dropping,a no no in
anyones little book, and obvious personal agenda? Don't you think Mr Kirk
doesn't really want to read that drivvle here,of all places?
Here should only be support if one feels outraged enough to give it,not attempts
to discredit others,push your own agenda on your own blog.
I have watched this blog for some time but joined to post to say how appalled i
am to read such tripe,support the man or *** about your issues concerning others
somewhere else. Mr kirk needs support NOT little children!
September 7, 2012 9:58 AM
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------35} Meirion said:
I totally agree with you Northernrock.
However supporting Maurice comes with a price and what seems, an element of
risk.
It was a collective decision in the public interest to name an individual that
pose a threat to the wellbeing of others.
Threats that over the years have not just been isolated to Maurice Kirk
supporters.
I am delighted with the suggestion, and, the prospect of police intervention and
that we can all go on fearlessly with our daily lives and cary out unhindered
the request of a man persecuted by the Cardiff Cabal for simply telling the
truth.
Thank you Northernrock, perhaps we can move forward with the man's wishes..
September 7, 2012 10:47 AM
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------36} Bigwhistleblower said:
Bwb - is waiting for some further twisted and inverted logic - reply from Sabine
- the fine woman who is such an intellectual ... save that she just might have
to come up with one really unbelievable retort. 'Shut it' all you Sabine lapdogs
& attack dogs - if she's sooooo intellectually brilliant - let her come to the
pulpit without having - her 'deluded' followers sing her damned praises.
If she can't stand the heat - then she should stay out of the kitchen and do
one.
September 7, 2012 10:29 PM
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------37} butlincat said:

More tosh. I shouldnt have to use this blog to counter puerile attacks from
neer-do-wells, or back-up somebody whos being unfairly victimised as they are,
as it seems im having to do here. Too many here are using this blog to show off,
white ferret,air their personal grievances by making lists of questionable
accusations Merion. That is not what this place is for.
Seeing as people are being accused as to making "threats" etc {which is highly
illegal} - which i find quite frankly a bit questionable in the circumstances i have to say again that im willing to have all of my computers forensically
tested by any agency you can get your accusing and fantasy ridden head around
Merion - its ok for Mcneil to call me up and tell me to take down what in
essence are trivial videos she resents showing her outside the RCJ
"demonstrating" that she accuses me of putting online, when in reality i know
nothing about them, {and i have the phone recording of her accusations to prove
it}, or phone me up with blatant lies as she has before, or to put both my phone
numbers online deliberatley on her self-publicity-seeking "blog" as a
particularly hostile act towards someone - these dubious acts by one of your
cronies go unmentioned dont they Merion, until now? You talk about "threats" yet
your not so whiter - than -white cronies who you gang up with are guilty
themselves of dubious behaviour - they work behind the scenes against people
just as you claim certain people are doing by making these "threats".And I would
say people receiving "threats" is questionable anyway - your cronies would
willingly gang up on someone by saying theyed had threats as the underhand
behaviour ive described has already occurred that i can prove. What worries me
is what negative acts this person or people have demonstrated against the Musa
family, making out theyre supporting them, along with other cases of victimised
targets theyve taken part in - too much surrounds certain cases whereby one of
your cronies has been involved that is highly questionable - that much is
obvious.
September 7, 2012 11:37 PM
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------38} butlincat said:
Merion - you said
"4 Tonight a number of Kirk supporters have been the subject of malicious calls
and threats".
Well if this is the case why dont you go to the authorities first thing in the
morning? Im calling your bluff and saying youre making things up. Any agency of
repute will find the source of any "malicious calls and threats" that you claim
have taken place within minutes. Lets see the truth and deal with it. Ive a good
mind to do what I say myself.
I say youre making things up and ive a good mind to do it myslf as i resent your
serious criminal accusations.
What do you say?
September 8, 2012 12:10 AM
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------39} Meirion said:
What a price to pay to support a man seeking justice.
However there are over fifty names of many elderly and jewish good citizens have
gone through such degrading treatment from Master Hamilton.
So I will remind Northernrock what is displayed in this shop window is what
people have experienced the length and breadth of the UK.
I understand that Mr Owen just one of that over fifty victims despite his
result, regrets not going through police channels rather than private
prosecutions.

The more Maurice asks of his supporters the worst the situation gets. And more
dangerous.
The answer here is now simple.
I shall forward all of Mr Kirk's correspondence and request to the "Bates Motel"
in Bournemouth so that you both can assist with his demands together.
Maurice's 60+ files will follow later. Therefore I would suggest that you warn
Mrs Gould that a large delivery is expected.
Perhaps these threats and racial undercurrents will then hopefully, be
terminated, and that risk to life, limb and property will be reduced.
Should you both have to re enter medical establishments then I am sure this
material can be collected from Dorset Police with whom I have reason to believe
family members work.
There are links between South Wales and Bournemouth, therefore the doctor in
question in South Wales may very well have a private clinic there.
Should this be the case then perhaps they can be returned via those channels.
I am wasting time and energy that could be used elsewhere.
I am delighted by the prospect of police intervention and even more delighted by
the thought of legal action from you both.
Both is a matter of Public Interest as conduct displayed in this shop window is
replicated towards others the length and breadth of the UK.
September 8, 2012 8:34 AM
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------40} NorthernRock said:
"So I will remind Northernrock what is displayed in this shop window is what
people have experienced the length and breadth of the UK."
I don't need reminding of anything thanks,i find all of this posting of peoples
names ridiculous and am mortified of the personal agendas played out here,not to
mention serious allegations that i hope are taken further by the intended
recipient.
What on earth has become of people who offer the hand of assistance,but have a
hidden agenda behind it? It makes them no better than the very Authorities they
are trying to get some semblance of apology and explanations from.
Too many are persecuted enough for standing up for themselves or what they
believe to be right in this life,they don't need people with disgusting hidden
agendas bending their vulnerable emotions even further.
Hang your heads,and either help Mr Kirk for no ego trip or agenda or get your
narcissitic kicks elsewhere.
September 8, 2012 9:27 PM
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------41} Meirion said:
My sentiments exactly.
Speaking the truth is clearly a crime and freedom of speech is on trial.
Helping Mr Kirk, and carrying out his wishes comes with a price.
That price is clearly identified within the comments.

September 9, 2012 2:03 AM
SabineKMcNeill said:
BRAVO, Northern Rock!
September 9, 2012 6:51 AM

